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Molecularself-assemblyplaysan important role inmany
systems, ranging from zeolites1 to biological systems2-4

andmodified surfaces.5 Ofparticular interest are systems
that assemble into single-molecule thick fibers that may
be millimetres in extent. Such linear self-assembled
supramolecular structureshave technological importance
in the areas of molecular fibers,3,6-11 wires,12,13 and
channels.13-15 Systems that exhibit linear self-assembly
are thought to associate through ionic interactions,
hydrogen bonding, or aromatic π-stacking, which are
facilitated by the molecule’s shape, polarizability, or
solubility. Moleculeshavingelectronrichcomponents that
are flat and stackable, such as polyaromatics or metal-
loporphyrins, self-assemble into linear structures that
mightserveasmolecularwires. Moleculeshavingahollow
interior, such as cyclodextrins and crown ethers, or the
flexibility to assemble into open helices can serve as
molecular channels.
Inmost of the literature systems, the formationof linear

aggregates is reversible and the system exhibits an
exceptionally lowcriticalaggregationconcentration (CAC).
Below the CAC, molecules are largely unassociated;
however, above the CAC, supramolecule self-assembly
leads toabroaddistribution inaggregate lengths. Itwould
be a technological advantage to use the reversibility of
the system to control the size or length of the aggregates
and then to convert the reversible supramolecules into a
permanent structure through polymerization. For ex-
ample, a self-assembled channel needs to be tailored to
the thickness of themembrane that it is to span, whereas
a molecular wire should be long and defect free. This

note uses equilibrium concepts to demonstrate that the
additionofdefectmolecules canshift themeanaggregation
length, narrow the length distribution, and significantly
raise the CAC.

Theory

Consider a solution of molecules that aggregate revers-
ibly into one-dimensional aggregates. We refer to these
bicoordinatemolecules as “disks”, as thesemayaggregate
in a face-to-face manner forming a stack of n disks or an
n-aggregate. Defect molecules, on the other hand, are
single-coordinate and are represented as a hemisphere or
“cap”. When incorporated within an n-aggregate, a cap
becomes a reversible terminator, preventing further face-
to-face stacking at the end of the n-aggregate, Figure 1.
A cap that most effectively terminates one-dimensional
aggregate growth would be one that provides significant
steric hindrance. Examples of such caps for stackable
metalloporphyrin systems include simple coordinating
ligands, such as pyridine, and porphyrins having one face
sterically hindered.
Let N and Nc be the concentration of disks and caps in

solution, respectively. xn
i is the concentration of disks

associated into an n-aggregate with the superscript
denoting the number of ends terminated by a cap: xn

0,
x′n, and x′′n being the concentration of disks in n-ag-
gregates having none, one, or both ends terminated by a
cap, respectively. y is the concentration of caps free or
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Figure 1. Diagram of the possible disk-solvent, disk-disk,
disk-cap, cap-cap, and cap-solvent aggregations and the
associated interfacial energies (γds, γdd, γdc, γcc, and γcs,
respectively).
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unbound to any surface, and y′ is the concentration of
caps that form cap-cap dimers. From the conservation
of disks and caps, we formulate the following two
constraints:

The n-aggregate concentrations, xn
i , are predicted as

equilibrium concentrations, i.e., concentrations forwhich
the enthalpic gain associated with face-face contacts
balances the entropy loss of one-dimensional stacking.
Each face-to-face contact between pairs of disks/caps is
described by interfacial energy terms (γdd, γdc, γcc) and the
unbound disk and cap surfaces are assigned solution
interfacial energies (γds, γcs). As this study is limited to
dilute concentrations, lateral interactions among n-
aggregates that might lead to “bundles” of linear ag-
gregates at moderate concentrations or liquid crystalline
phases are not included. The free energy, F, in units of
kT, of the system of N disks and Nc caps is cast as

The first, third, and fifth terms on the right-hand side
(RHS) of eq 3 represent the enthalpic contributions of the
molecules, stacked into n-aggregates, and the second,
fourth, and sixth terms are the loss of mixing entropy in
forming these linear aggregates. The final three terms
on the RHS represent the enthalpic gain and entropic
losses for caps that are unassociated in solution or formed
cap dimers. The sought values of xn

0, x′n, x′′n, y, and y′ are
those thatminimize the system’s free energy, eq 3, subject
to the conservation constraints, eqs 1 and 2. The
distribution of n-aggregates xn ) xn

0 + x′n + x′′n follows the
form

whereK)1/(e-k0 + e-k′ + e-k′′) is a function of the energetic
parameters

and λ is a constant that ensures the conservation of caps,
eq 2.

Results
Figure 2 shows the distribution of n-aggregates (xn

versus n) for a range of disk concentrations, N, keeping
the concentration of caps, Nc, constant. Below the CAC
(N<CAC) themajority of molecules will be unassociated
insolutionandx1≈N; above theCAC, subsequentaddition
ofmolecules leads to an increase in theaggregation length
with the concentration of unassociated molecules un-
changed. The value of the CAC is defined as the limiting
value of x1 at large concentration N >> CAC, which
corresponds to CAC≈ 1/K. CAC0 is defined as the critical
aggregation concentration in the absence of caps CAC0 )
1/k0.
The CAC is fixed by the interfacial energies as shown

in eq 4, so it is of interest to consider the factors that
influence the CAC. Favorable (more negative) values of
γdd,γcs, andγcc decrease theCAC, asdounfavorable values
of γds and γdc. Thus, chemical modification of the disks
and caps or changing the quality of the solvent will shift
the CAC. This is shown in Figure 3 where the effect of
the γdc interfacial energy on the mean aggregate size is
plotted as a function of the cap concentration. In this
case all of the curves asymptote to the samevalue ofmean
aggregate size, which is determined by γdd and N.
TheCAC can be increased by the addition of caps. This

is of particular importance for stronglyassociated systems
(low CAC) where n-aggregates contribute to gelled solu-
tions with high viscosity. By addition of caps to solution,
the CAC can be increased beyond the concentration of
disks such that the solution is composed mostly of
unassociated molecules. Removal of the caps from the
solution reduces theCACsuch that aggregationproceeds.
Figure 4 shows the relative increase in the CAC as a

N ) ∫1∞ dn (xn0 + x′n + x′′n) (1)

Nc ) ∫1∞ dn (x′n
n

+ 2
x′′n
n ) + y + y′ (2)

F ≈ ∫1∞ dn (xn0n )(2γds + (n - 1)γdd) +

∫1∞ dn (xn0n ) ln(xn0n ) + ∫1∞ dn (x′n
n )(γds + γdc +

(n - 1)γdd) + ∫1∞ dn (x′n
n ) ln(x′n

n ) + ∫1∞ dn (x′′n
n )(2γdc +

(n - 1)γdd) + ∫1∞ dn (x′′n
n ) ln(x′′n

n ) + yγcs + y ln y +

y′
2

γcc + y′
2
ln y′

2
(3)

xn ≈ n[x1K]
n K-1 (4)

k0 ) 2γds - γdd + 1

k′ ) γds + γdc - γdd + 1 + λ

k′′ ) 2γdc - γdd + 1 + 2λ

Figure2. Sizedistributions for self-assembleddisksat various
concentrations (0.25CAC < N < 25CAC) with fixed interfacial
energies and cap concentration. Other parameters are γdc )
-0.5, γds ) 2.0, γdd ) -0.5, γcc ) -0.5, γcs ) 2.0, and Nc ) 4 ×
10-7.

Figure3. Plot of the reducedaggregation lengthvs thenumber
of caps as a function of the disk-cap interaction energy (γdc).
Other parameters are γds ) 2.0, γdd ) -0.5, γcc ) -0.5, γcs )
2.0, l ) 0.6, and N0 ) 0.406 765.
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function of the ratio of caps to disks for a range of disk
concentrations. It is evident that the CAC is most
dramatically increasedby theaddition of caps to solutions
that have large aggregates, i.e., solutions with disk
concentration, N, far exceeding the critical aggregation
concentration in the absence of defects, CAC0. Solutions
where assembly is limited to small n-aggregates, N <
25CAC, are comparatively unaffected by defect addition,
as the disks are partitioned into free solution and cap-
cap dimers rather than into a few small n-aggregates.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of n-aggregates as the
CAC is increased by an increase in the number of caps,
Nc. DependinguponNandNc and the interfacial energies,
self-assembly results in a broad polydispersity in n-
aggregates (〈M〉w/〈M〉n e 2.0). Thus, addition of caps not
only changes the expected length of the aggregate but
also the breadth of the distribution.
In summary, a simple statistical theory has been

developed for describing the molecular self-assembly of
linear supramolecular structures suchasmolecularwires,

channels, or fibers and the effect of capping species that
terminate the growth of these chains. From this theory
we obtain distributions of the aggregation length as a
function of the interfacial energies and disk and cap
concentrations. This gives insight into how the variables
influence aggregation and provides a useful method for
changing the CAC and hence the aggregation length.
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Figure 4. Plot of the relative CAC as a function of the cap
concentration for different disk concentrations. Numbers
indicate the ratio of the disk concentration to the critical
aggregation concentration in the absence of caps (CAC0).
Interfacial energies as per Figure 2.

Figure 5. Graph showing the effect of increasing cap con-
centration (CAC) on the distribution of aggregate lengths (xn
versus n), the disk concentration relative to the CAC0 is 1100.
Inset shows the effect of cap concentration on thepolydispersity
(numbers indicate the relative disk concentration). Interfacial
energies as per Figure 2.
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